
Our company is looking to fill the role of costing manager. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for costing manager

Execute standard costing processes of defined product ranges or brands
such as completing and verifying cost break down sheets and any related
information (multiple rounds), tooling amortization tracking and settlement,
Minimum Order Quantity Tracking for Materials (40%)
Support the Costing Manager in collecting relevant data/information for
selected products/ranges or categories for projects participating as project
member in projects
Maintain and update the product development creation systems costing
relevant systems according to product development calendars
Provide costing leadership within the LO to ensure Creation Centers receive
accurate information according to the costing calendar timelines
Provide guidance and support to the OC Costing Specialist in improving the
costing performance, efficiency and effectiveness of the T1 and ensure
factory specific costing strategies are successfully implemented
Manage Apparel Costing projects on a day-to-day basis including the
development of a project roadmap, project management tools and
templates, reporting and communication of project progress and results
Take ownership of costing process across functions
Direct costing tool development, improving design to cost competency and
accurate cost estimation
Provide support and Information to production creation teams so they have
the information they need to manage against margin goals
Identify opportunities to streamline operations, reduce/eliminate rework and
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Qualifications for costing manager

Minimum 4 years professional experience, preferably in an analytical position
in a manufacturing environment
Knowledge of athletic footwear industry preferred but not required
Strong project management skills from initiation to closure (scoping,
structuring, work planning, status reporting tools, mgmt
Advanced knowledge of business process management methodologies and
principles
In depth understanding of Footwear and Apparel product creation processes
and Product Lifecycle Management Systems (RMS, PDM, PLM)
Basic Spoken and Written Ability in of the following languages (Optional)


